Several methods have been proposed to estimate the variance in disease liability explained by large sets of genetic markers. However, current methods do not scale up well to large sample sizes. Linear mixed models require solving high-dimensional matrix equations, and methods that use polygenic scores are very computationally intensive. Here we propose a fast analytic method that uses polygenic scores, based on the formula for the non-centrality parameter of the association test of the score. We estimate model parameters from the results of multiple polygenic score tests based on markers with p values in different intervals. We estimate parameters by maximum likelihood and use profile likelihood to compute confidence intervals. We compare various options for constructing polygenic scores, based on nested or disjoint intervals of p values, weighted or unweighted effect sizes, and different numbers of intervals, in estimating the variance explained by a set of markers, the proportion of markers with effects, and the genetic covariance between a pair of traits. Our method provides nearly unbiased estimates and confidence intervals with good coverage, although estimation of the variance is less reliable when jointly estimated with the covariance. We find that disjoint p value intervals perform better than nested intervals, but the weighting did not affect our results. A particular advantage of our method is that it can be applied to summary statistics from single markers, and so can be quickly applied to large consortium datasets. Our method, named AVENGEME (Additive Variance Explained and Number of Genetic Effects Method of Estimation), is implemented in R software.
Introduction
Genome-wide association studies have been successful in identifying many variants linked to complex diseases. To date more than 6,000 have been found in more than 500 quantitative traits and common diseases in humans. 1 However, when considering the variance explained by the markers associated with any specific disease, there remains a large gap to match the heritability estimates obtained from family studies. 2 This observation has spurred the development of theories and investigations to explain the missing heritability, including copy-number variation, 3 rare variants, 4 epigenetics, 5 and genetic interactions. 6 It has become increasingly clear that a large portion of the missing heritability is represented on current genotyping products, but the associated markers are not statistically significant. Several approaches have been developed to estimate the heritability explained by a set of genetic markers that might not be individually associated. In the linear mixed model approach, the genetic value of each individual is treated as a random effect whose sample covariance matrix is derived from the relatedness matrix, which is estimated from the genotype data. 7 Solving this model gives an estimate of the additive genetic variance explained by the available genotypes, often called the ''chip heritability.'' Variations of this approach include multiple classes of variant with different effect size distributions, 8, 9 regression of pairwise phenotypic correlation on genetic correlation, 10 and multivariate models to estimate genetic correlation between traits.
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Another approach uses polygenic scores to estimate chip heritability. Here, effect sizes for all markers are estimated in one sample of data, called the training sample. These effects are then used to construct a score for each subject in a second sample, called the target sample, as the weighted sum of genotypes across a set of markers. Originally, association of the score in the target sample was used to demonstrate the presence of missing heritability among an ensemble of markers. 12 More recently, the strength of this association has been used to infer the chip heritability. 13, 14 A further approach uses empirical Bayes methods to estimate the chip heritability from the distribution of Z scores for individual markers. 15 This has the advantage of requiring only summary statistics from standard association analysis. Finally, a very recent method of ''LD scoring'' 16 estimates the chip heritability from the correlation between the marginal effect size of a marker and a measure of its linkage disequilibrium (LD) with other markers, also using only summary statistics. In general, the methods using linear mixed models are computationally expensive and require individual-level data to calculate the genetic relatedness matrix. Furthermore, many of these methods estimate only the chip heritability, but it is often of interest also to estimate the proportion of markers that affect a trait. This bears on the design of association studies, because it indicates the number and effect sizes of the associated markers remaining to be found. It is also relevant for the debate on the nature of evolution, 17, 18 because if a large number of variants affect a trait, mechanisms of selection by polygenic adaptation are possible, acting on standing variation without requiring new mutations. 19 Methods for the estimation of the number of genes affecting a trait have been proposed since the early 20 th century, including complex segregation analysis comparing single-and multi-locus models with or without polygenic background, 20 but only with the recent availability of dense genome-wide data has it become possible to assess the polygenic background itself. Linear mixed models have been extended to allow for a proportion of variants with effects, 8 but this remains computationally demanding. Polygenic scoring has also been used to estimate this proportion, but again with a computationally demanding procedure that uses repeated genome-wide simulations within a Bayesian sampling scheme. 13 On the other hand, an analytic method for polygenic scores 14 estimates only one parameter among several defined in its model; therefore, it can estimate the proportion of variants with effects if the chip heritability is assumed to be known, or vice versa. Empirical Bayes methods are also available to estimate the proportion of markers with effects 21 but have not been adapted to jointly estimate this proportion with the chip heritability.
Here we extend the analytic approach of Dudbridge 14 to develop a fast analytic method based on polygenic scores for the joint estimation of chip heritability and the proportion of variants affecting the trait, and we further estimate the genetic covariance between two related traits. A particular advantage is that our method can be applied when only summary data is available for individual markers, and this allows our approach to be readily applied to the increasingly large datasets that are now being made available by study consortia.
Methods
Parameter Estimation: AVENGEME 
where G is an m vector of coded genetic markers and b an m 3 2 matrix of coefficients, with E independent of G. Assuming that in two independent samples the estimates of the genetic effects are given, respectively, by b b i1 and b b i2 , where i ¼ 1,...,m, either set of estimates can then be used to create polygenic scores
with Y 1 and Y 2 , respectively. Focusing without loss of generality on b S 2 , the statistical properties of the test of association have been described. 14 In particular, the coefficient of determination between b S 2 and Y 2 , i.e., the variance explained by the polygenic score in the regression of Y 2 on b S 2 , is given by
where the terms on the right-hand side are expressed analytically in terms of the following parameters. For study design: sample sizes of the two samples, (n 1 , n 2 ); number of variants in the marker panel, m, assumed to be uncorrelated; p value thresholds for selecting a marker into the score from the training sample, (p L ,p U ); and for binary traits, population prevalences (K 1 ,K 2 ) and case sampling fractions (P 1 ,P 2 ). For genetic model: additive genetic variance in the training sample, s 2 1 ; genetic covariance between training and testing samples, s 12 ; and proportion of null markers with no effect on the trait in the training sample, p 01 . The variance and covariance are marginal over all markers, so include the null markers with
The asymptotic non-centrality parameter of the c Ours is not a proper likelihood because the Z scores Z i corresponding to the marker selection intervals are not independent. The presence of a marker in one interval determines its presence or absence in all other intervals, creating dependence between the corresponding scores, but this is not reflected in our likelihood. Furthermore, the bidirectional likelihood does not account for dependence between the scores calculated in each direction. We are therefore using a quasi-likelihood and will later use simulations to investigate its sensitivity to the assumption of independent likelihood contributions.
Maximization of the log-likelihood is complicated by constraints on the range of s 12 . Because the absolute correlation between b i1 and b i2 must be no greater than 1, js 12 j%s 1 s 2 . In the unidirectional estimation, s 2 2 is not identified and we need only respect that s 2 2 %1, giving the constraint js 12 j%s 1 . In the bidirectional estimation, we must also consider that the absolute correlation is no greater than 1 for the markers that have non-null effects in both training and target samples. Denoting this correlation as r*, the correlation over all markers as r, and the proportion of markers with non-null effects in both samples as g % 1 À max(p 01 , p 02 ), we have
We maximize the likelihood numerically by nesting the maximization for s 12 within that for the other parameters: for each proposed value of s 2 1 , s 2 2 , p 01 , and p 02 , we perform a univariate maximization for s 12 subject to the constraint imposed by the proposed values.
To obtain analytic confidence intervals, we use profile likelihood. 22 For a general scalar parameter q, its profile log-likelihood Often it is the genetic correlation rather than the covariance between two traits that is of interest. Because the unidirectional estimation does not identify s 2 2 , the correlation cannot be estimated unless a value is assumed for s 2 2 . In the bidirectional estimation, the correlation and its confidence interval can be obtained via previously derived formulas. 23 Association tests of polygenic scores can be calculated from summary data alone, as shown in the gtx package for R (see Web Resources). The regression of Y 2 on b S 2 has coefficient cov
where s 2 2j is the sampling variance of b b 2j , assuming markers are uncorrelated. This is the inverse-variance weighted mean of b b 2j = b b 1j and hence has sampling variance ð1=
is then calculated from summary effect sizes and standard errors for the individual markers. These data are frequently available from research consortia even when access to individual-level data is impractical. 24, 25 Our methods, named AVENGEME (Additive Variance Explained and Number of Genetic Effects Method of Estimation), are implemented in R software available from the authors.
Method Evaluation
To study the statistical and operating characteristics of AVENGEME, we simulated genome-wide marker data under various genetic models. We based our simulations on four complex diseases studied by Stahl et al., 13 allowing direct comparisons with their ABPA method, which is conceptually similar to ours. We also performed simulations based on three successively larger studies of schizophrenia. 26 The study design parameters and the genetic models used for our simulations are given in Table 1 . For each genetic model, we simulated estimated effect sizes b b 1j and b b 2j independently for each marker, by drawing the true effects from the bivariate normal distribution in Equation 1 and adding independent sampling error to each effect. We then selected markers according to their p values in the training sample and used the summary statistic formula in Equation 2 to obtain tests of association for each polygenic score. We verified this approach for sample sizes up to 10K by explicitly simulating genotypes in case and control subjects as previously described.
14 In brief, independent biallelic markers were defined with population minor allele frequencies uniformly distributed on (0.01,0.5). Their effect sizes were drawn from the bivariate normal distribution such that the desired variances and covariances were attained. Allele frequencies were then derived for case and control subjects and genotypes simulated in each. Allelic odds ratios were then computed 13 and subsequently used in our simulations. Those for SCZ are an approximation based on estimates from several studies and methods (Table 5) .
from the genotype counts. The results from the genotype simulations were indistinguishable from those from summary statistics, so we adopted the summary statistic method, which is much faster and easily scales up to very large sample sizes. Note that in our simulations, markers were assumed to be independent, i.e., in linkage equilibrium, as assumed by AVENGEME. We will later consider the effect of LD on our method.
For the models in Table 1 , we simulated 1,000 sets of polygenic score results and estimated the genetic model parameters via the unidirectional AVENGEME. This was done both when assuming s 2 1 ¼ s 12 (which reflects the assumption that the two samples have the same genetic model), in which case AVENGEME estimates the two free parameters s 2 1 and p 01 , and when allowing s 2 1 ss 12 , in which case AVENGEME estimates three free parameters. We evaluated the accuracy from the mean and SD of the parameter estimates and the coverage of the 95% confidence intervals.
We then considered different options for constructing polygenic scores, simulating under the design of the largest schizophrenia study (rightmost column of Table 1 ) (hereafter termed ''SCZ simulation''). We fixed ten thresholds (Table S1 , right half) and compared the use of disjoint to nested p value intervals with those thresholds, with the nested intervals each having a lower limit of 0. We compared weighted scores to unweighted scores in which all markers were given an equal weight in the direction of disease risk. We performed 1,000 simulations and evaluated bias, precision, and coverage as before.
We considered the effect of increasing the number of selection intervals and the sample size. Here we simulated different heritabilities in the two samples: s 
We evaluated the bidirectional AVENGEME for the simultaneous estimation of all five parameters. We then returned to the SCZ simulation and applied bidirectional AVENGEME under the constraints s 2 1 ¼ s 2 2 ¼ s 12 and p 01 ¼ p 02 to compare the precision of the bidirectional and unidirectional AVENGEME when estimating only two free parameters.
Finally, we compared AVENGEME to the genomic restricted maximum likelihood (GREML) solution of the linear mixed model, as implemented in the popular GCTA program. 27 We performed the bivariate simulation with a total sample size of 10K. GREML was applied on the entire sample, whereas for AVENGEME it was split into training and testing samples each of 5K subjects.
We also compared AVENGEME to the method of So et al., 15 which also uses summary statistics for estimation of s 
Linkage Disequilbrium
The theory underlying AVENGEME assumes that markers are uncorrelated.
14 This is approximately ensured in practice by prefiltering markers with ''LD-pruning'' algorithms that select markers with limited pairwise correlation. Although this practice is common for many methods that estimate chip heritability, it might lead to under-estimation of the true chip heritability because the selected markers might not fully tag the causal variation. Conversely, in our approach, the residual LD among the pruned markers might lead to over-estimation of the explained variance and under-estimation of the proportion of null markers, because marker effects will be biased by LD with other markers. 28 We therefore performed simulations on real genotype data to assess the effect of LD pruning. We combined genotype data from all seven case and both control samples in phase 1 of the Wellcome Trust Case-Control Consortium (WTCCC), 29 giving genotypes for 384,845 markers on 15,769 subjects after basic quality control (Table S2) . We allocated a chip heritability of s
3 among a random 5% of the markers (p 01 ¼ p 02 ¼ 0.95). We simulated a normally distributed quantitative trait under this model, split the sample into equally sized training and target samples, and estimated the model with AVENGEME on a reduced marker set. We considered both a ''pruning'' algorithm, which does not take association results into account (''indep-pairwise'' option in PLINK, 30 window size 100, step 10), and a ''clumping'' algorithm that greedily retains the most associated markers in the reduced set (''clump'' option in PLINK with index and clumped p value thresholds of 1 and 100 marker radius). Both algorithms were applied with r 2 thresholds of 0.1 and 0.2, giving reduced sets of approximately 77,000 and 102,000 markers, respectively, on average. The simulation was repeated 1,000 times.
Results

Bias and Precision
We simulated data based on the estimates for additive genetic variance and proportion of null markers obtained by Stahl et al. 13 for four common diseases (Table 1) . We compared the performance of AVENGEME for these four models with the same p value intervals as those authors (Table S1 ). Results are shown in Table 2 . For the estimation Table 2 . Application of AVENGEME to Simulated Data for Four Genetic Models Shown in Table 1 Estimation of two parameters only, assuming the same genetic model in the training and target samples, our method yielded nearly unbiased results for both s 2 1 and p 01 with small variance, suggesting that it is expected to work very well in practice. However, the coverage was lower than 95%, suggesting that the analytic confidence intervals are too narrow. This might result from our assumption that the selection intervals make independent contributions to the likelihood. To confirm this, we directly simulated c 2 statistics from the analytic non-central distributions, independently for each selection interval, and repeated the estimation. The confidence intervals then indeed had appropriate coverage (Table S3 ), confirming that the assumption of independent contributions from each selection interval leads to confidence intervals that are too narrow. Nevertheless, this effect appears to be fairly small.
In the estimation of three parameters, the estimate of s 2 1 had some upward bias and much larger variance; p 01 had greater variance compared to the two-parameter estimation, but coverage close to 95%. Inspection of individual simulations revealed that the estimated s 2 1 is often close to 0 or to 1, pulling the mean estimate toward 0.5. Generally, this suggests that the variability is too large to allow reliable estimation of s 2 1 when estimating p 01 and s 12 as well, at least at these sample sizes. The estimates for s 12 , however, showed nearly unbiased estimates and small variance, suggesting that our method is reliable for estimating the genetic covariance when it is not assumed to equal the variance. Coverage was slightly less accurate in the estimation of three parameters, but generally close to the nominal level.
We conclude that for the estimation of s 2 1 and p 01 , it is preferable for the training and target samples to be from the same trait population and to apply AVENGEME under the constraint s 2 1 ¼ s 12 , whereas if the interest lies in the estimation of the genetic covariance between traits, then the unconstrained version of AVENGEME is more appropriate.
Nested Intervals and Unweighted Scores
We wondered whether the sample sizes could be a reason for the poorer performance of the three-parameter estimation; in addition, we considered the effect of the score weighting versus an unweighted score and whether the p value selection intervals were disjoint or nested. We therefore simulated under a scenario with parameters derived from a large meta-analysis of schizophrenia 26 (Methods; Table 1 rightmost column). The results are shown in Table 3 . For the two-parameter estimation, disjoint intervals had the least bias and most accurate coverage, although its variance was slightly greater than for nested intervals. The reduced coverage of the confidence intervals for nested intervals can be ascribed to the dependence between intervals, which is greater for nested intervals. The bias is possibly due to the imbalance in the sample size between training and test set (reversing the direction of estimation led to a reduction in bias, for example for disjoint intervals, weighted score, mean b s 2 1 ¼ 0:291). Similar patterns were observed when estimating three parameters, with the disjoint intervals generally showing less bias and more accurate coverage than the nested intervals, but with slightly increased variance. The choice of weights seems to be generally neutral, although a slight increase in variance was observed for unweighted scores. Taken together, these results suggest that the weighted score with disjoint selection intervals is the most reliable and accurate approach for use with AVENGEME.
Sample Size and Number of Selection Intervals
We then performed bivariate simulations (see Methods) to consider the effect of varying the sample size and the number of selection intervals. In Tables S4-S7 , we show the performance of AVENGEME in each direction. The results confirm the poor ability to estimate s For the covariance s 12 , the estimation again worked well, being nearly unbiased and with low variance regardless of sample size and number of selection intervals. We again observed a general trend of improved bias and precision with more selection intervals and greater sample size. 
Bidirectional Estimation
We applied the bidirectional method to the same bivariate simulation data for total sample size of 80K. The results (Table S8) showed consistently lower variance for each parameter compared to the unidirectional estimators, but with a similar level of bias resulting in lower coverage of the confidence intervals. The information gain from analyzing the bidirectional data together is offset to some degree by the increased number of parameters in the model. Furthermore, this analysis was considerably more time consuming than the unidirectional analyses.
Similarly, when applying the bidirectional estimation to data simulated under the SCZ model ( Table 3 ), although the differences were very small.
We performed a sensitivity analysis to compare the performance of the bidirectional estimation with different initial parameter values for the numerical optimization and the results were virtually unchanged, with just a slight change in bias, variance, and coverage. A similar analysis conducted for the complex diseases in Table 1 also revealed that the estimate of covariance was robust to the choice of initial parameter values.
Linkage Disequilibrium
We simulated a normally distributed trait on 15,769 subjects in the WTCCC (see Methods). Using reduced marker sets with pairwise r 2 constrained to <0.1 and <0.2, we estimated s
¼ s 12 and p 01 ¼ p 02 when (1) the markers were pruned without regard to their association and (2) the markers were clumped by greedily retaining the most strongly associated markers. Table 4 shows that for r 2 < 0.1, AVENGEME is unbiased in estimating s 2 1 when clumping is used but has a small downward bias in p 01 . Pruning, however, incurs a strong downward bias in both s Pruning reduces, but does not eliminate, these biases. These results suggest in practice using a clumping algorithm with pairwise r 2 < 0.1 as the least-biased approach with AVENGEME.
Comparison with Related Methods
We analyzed our bivariate simulations for total sample size 10K using the bivariate GREML implemented in GCTA. 27 The mean b s 12 was 0.265 with standard deviation 0.032, which compared to the results in Table S4 shows that in this case the GREML estimate has greater bias but less variance than AVENGEME. We also applied the method by So et al. 15 to the SCZ simulation (Table 1 , rightmost column). Although their method appeared unbiased in the simulation they performed in which p 01 ¼ p 02 ¼ 0.995, in our setting it yielded seriously biased results for s Having established the good operating characteristics of AVENGEME, we applied our method to some published association results for polygenic scores. For the four diseases from Stahl et al. 13 , our estimates were systematically lower than the ones obtained by their ABPA method (Table 5) , and for s 2 1 our confidence intervals excluded their estimates. These results were surprising because the two methods are conceptually similar, and our simulations had shown that under the models inferred by ABPA, AVEN-GEME achieved nearly unbiased estimation. LD is unlikely to affect these results because the markers were clumped to r 2 < 0.1. We speculate that the differences might arise from ABPA's use of prior distributions, and we return to this point in the Discussion. Compared to results from GREML, our estimates for s 2 1 were lower, with non-overlapping confidence intervals, for rheumatoid arthritis and type 2 diabetes, whereas the results were similar for celiac disease and myocardial infarction.
We applied AVENGEME to three waves of SCZ meta-analyses ( Table 5 ). The genetic variance s 2 1 was similar in the ISC and PGC1 data, but decreased in the PGC2 data. The proportion of null markers decreased in PGC1 and PGC2 compared to ISC. This might reflect increased heterogeneity: as more studies contribute to the meta-analyses, increased genetic heterogeneity could decrease the proportion of null markers, whereas increased environmental heterogeneity could decrease the genetic variance, which on the liability scale is expressed relative to the total variance. GREML has been applied to the ISC and PGC1 data; 32 for the former, the estimate is similar to ours, whereas it is significantly lower in the latter. ABPA has been applied to an expanded PGC1 analysis, 31 yielding a significantly higher estimate of s 2 1 than ours. We finally applied AVENGEME to estimate genetic covariance between psychiatric traits by using published summary data. 33 These data included five pairs from four disorders: schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, major depressive disorder, and autistic spectrum disorder (other combinations, for which only two selection intervals were Terms are as follows: pruned, markers are randomly retained in the reduced set; clumped, most strongly associated markers are greedily retained in the reduced set; r 2 , threshold on residual pairwise LD within the reduced set; independent, results for simulated markers with no LD between any pair. True s reported, were excluded because our method requires at least three). The method of Dudbridge 14 has previously been shown to agree well with GREML for these data, 34 but in estimating the genetic covariance it assumes that s 2 1 and p 01 are known exactly. Here we estimated all three parameters simultaneously. The results are presented in Table 6 and show that the estimates from AVENGEME are of similar magnitude to those from GREML but are consistently larger and have narrower confidence intervals. This difference might arise from LD, because here the markers were clumped to r 2 < 0.25, which according to Table 5 might create an upward bias in AVENGEME.
Discussion
The method we have proposed allows simultaneous estimation of the additive variance explained by a set of genetic markers, the proportion of markers affecting the trait of interest, and the genetic covariance between two traits. It does so by solving analytic expressions to obtain maximum likelihood estimates and profile likelihood confidence intervals and is consequently very fast. Furthermore, the polygenic score tests required by our method can be rapidly calculated from summary statistics for individual markers, allowing application to very large datasets and results from published literature. Our simulations show that our method enjoys good bias and coverage properties in spite of its assumption that the tests from different selection intervals are independent. Although we presented results only for case/control designs here, they represent the most challenging scenarios for polygenic modeling and we have observed results of comparable or greater accuracy for quantitative traits (data not shown). AVENGEME has a number of advantages compared to currently available methods. In comparison with GREML it can deal with very large sample sizes and obtain estimates much more rapidly, and it additionally estimates the proportion of null markers. Compared to ABPA, it does not require Monte Carlo sampling nor simulation of genome-wide data and is therefore much faster; AVENGEME also extends to estimate the covariance between related traits. Compared to the method of So et al. 15 and other empirical Bayes methods, it appears to be less biased and can simultaneously estimate up to five model parameters. Compared to the LD-scoring approach, it can estimate the proportion of null markers and does not require calculation of LD between pairs of markers. One limitation of our approach is the need for two independent datasets, which is often not available when common controls are used; in contrast, GREML can estimate a bivariate model from a single sample and LD scoring is robust to overlapping samples. We assume that population structure has been entirely adjusted for in the target sample, and might over-estimate chip heritability if this is not the case, whereas GREML and LD-scoring adjust for structure explicitly in their calculations. Our method also assumes that markers are uncorrelated. In practice this is approximately ensured by a LD-pruning step that is also commonly conducted for other methods. We have shown that if the residual LD between pruned markers is not too high, say r 2 < 0.1, then AVENGEME retains its unbiased properties if a ''clumping'' algorithm is used, but can otherwise overestimate the genetic variance. In contrast, LD scoring explicitly uses LD to estimate the variance explained. The similarity of estimates obtained by that approach to those of ours and other current methods suggests that this problem is currently not too severe, but as marker densities increase toward whole-genome coverage, it will become more important to include all markers and account for LD. Our methods can be extended to allow correlation between markers, and this will be pursued in a subsequent paper. A limitation is that unless very large sample sizes are used, estimation of the chip heritability in the training sample is unstable if it is jointly estimated with the covariance with the testing sample. Therefore, if the variance is of particular interest, we recommend analyzing the same trait in both samples, either by splitting a single sample in two or by drawing two samples from the same trait population. Then good performance in estimating the variance can be achieved by constraining it to equal the covariance.
The unidirectional estimation provides good estimates in all situations we considered. The bidirectional estimation can also be applied, providing a less variable estimate than the unidirectional estimators, with a similar degree of bias. However, the bidirectional analysis is more time consuming than the unidirectional, and because its reduction in variance is rather small, we do not find a compelling reason to prefer it to the unidirectional. We recommend using disjoint selection intervals, whereas the influence of the weighting seemed limited in the situations we considered. However, the use of nested intervals still provides good estimates if the number of intervals is sufficiently large (say ten) and appears to work well for the covariance across sample sizes, number, and type of intervals. Nested intervals seem more appealing for obtaining significant tests of association between polygenic scores and a trait of interest, and to date have been reported more often than disjoint intervals. However, for the estimation of the underlying genetic model, we suggest that results for disjoint intervals should also be made available. The current fashion for using around ten intervals appears to be sufficient for obtaining accurate estimates; although precision increases as more intervals are used, the gains diminish rapidly beyond that number.
Our method was generally found to produce undercoverage of confidence intervals. This is due both to some bias in the estimation, though this was generally small, and the assumption of independent tests from each interval. We have observed that our profile likelihood intervals closely match the empirical distribution of parameter estimates in our simulations. The under-coverage is therefore more likely to arise from the slight bias in our estimator rather than from the calculation of its variance. Our experience is that, in this application, an approximately valid confidence interval is generally sufficient for practitioners. AVENGEME requires numerical optimization to estimate parameters, and this can be sensitive to the algorithm used and the initial estimates provided. We have used the default settings of the optim() function in R (NelderMead non-linear optimization) and in the simulations provided the true parameter values as the initial estimates. This was to obtain, as far as possible, the ideal results from truly maximizing the likelihood. We found that slight variations can result from different starting values (our default values are 0.5 for all parameters), but the conclusions remain the same. In practice we suggest using a range of plausible starting values to identify the solution with the maximum likelihood. AVENGEME is conceptually similar to ABPA, 13 both methods seeking the genetic model that best fits the observed results of polygenic score tests using multiple selection intervals. The main difference is that AVENGEME uses analytic formulae to construct an explicit likelihood, whereas ABPA uses approximate Bayesian computation with Monte Carlo sampling. In the application to the complex diseases in Table 1 , we obtained lower estimates for all parameters and the reason for this might be the effect of the prior distributions used by ABPA. Their prior for p 01 is uniform on the log scale and therefore heavily favors values of p 01 close to 1. On the other hand, their prior for s 2 1 is beta distributed on a relative scale and does not have a natural correspondence to maximum likelihood. Furthermore, if the true distribution of effects departs from the assumed model (for example, as a mixture of normal distributions 8, 9 ), then the two methods might diverge further. Our approach might benefit from imposing prior distributions on the parameters and performing Bayesian estimation, particularly for improving the precision of estimating s 2 1 jointly with s 12 . This is a promising subject for future work.
Our approach provides a fast and accurate method for estimating the genetic model parameters underlying large-scale association studies. It is particularly applicable to summary statistics for individual markers, often made freely available online by research consortia. Therefore, it will greatly facilitate the estimation of genetic covariance, especially between traits that have been studied by different consortia and for which combined analysis of individual-level data is logistically challenging. The rapid estimation of genetic models at arbitrarily large sample sizes suggests that our approach will prove useful as the sizes of consortium and biobank studies begin to approach millions of subjects.
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